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51.1:Knots

M: Compact 3 manifold, e.gs"
K:Knot, i.e an embedding SM.
One invariantof hurts is the knot group, the fundamental group of the knot complement
Gx =π,(M(k)

MIK notcompact, instead we can remove a tabular neighbourhood of M.
Ux:Tubulan nybd of K.
Mis: =M1 int(Vx)

L =k.HkzH--.Kr link

6,:=π(m)) link
group

We consider the following fundamental groups
i. (M) depends on M, butit.(S) =0

T,(k) =i,(s) =4

i,(Vx) =π.(k) =k longitude
mezidian

π,(2Vx) =π.(sxs) =4=x,B([x,] =1)
.

2Primefield (Usually &for mostof this talk in

O:Ring of integers of K (0x = 4)
4:Prime ideal of Ok.
Given a prime ideal p, these are 2 constructions we can do.

kp:p-adic completion of K.

Ip: Ox/p, the residue field at p.

Will define zamification in the nextsection, butjuststating results for now.

Big unsolved problem: To understand the structure of Gal(I/K) Every finite extension is ramified atfinitely many places, so suffices to study G,(K)

Let S = 5p., ...,pr3,G,(k):=Ga)(k,/x), Ks =maximal extof K unzamified outside of S.

Still
vezy

hard to compute in general, don't even know iff.g. for a single prime.

There is an algebraic analogue of the fundamental group called the etale fundamental group:etale maps are flat and unzamified which morally contesponds to

a covering map of topological spaces, so the stale fundamental group is defined as a limitof the automorphism groups ofall finite etale maps.



i. (SpecOx) = Gal(K"YK), in particular it. (Speck) =1

i. (SpecOx1S)=Gs(K) Galois
group of maximal extension unzamified outside S.

i. (SpecIp) =Gal(Ep/In) = Generated by Ferberius.

T. (SpecO) =Gallk/kp) =Gal(Ep/I)=

i. (Speckp) =Gal(Yp/Kp) - had to calculate, instead fools at"tame quotient"
5, (Speckp) =(0, =1+P"[5,w) = 1) Profinite group

i,:tame fundamental
group,

take tamely eamified extensions (zamification degree ateach i is copeine to char (h(i)

I subjection 5. (x) x i,(x)

lift of Fobenius map

0: (liftof) Fobenius, o(x) =x mod p. Explicitly w(2.):Z
2:Monodromy - generator of the inventin subgroup Isp:KerCres:Gal(Ke/1p) < CabCIp/IL) Generator of lispexists because we are taking tame quotient

Explicitly:t (21) =Zn, t(p):Zn /Tame Quotient =G/G, is a subgroup of la, which is cyclic

So we have the following correspondence:
Knots Primes

3 - Manifold M Number Ring Ok.
Knot S'-> M Prime ideal SpecIp 4 Spec Ox
Tubulaz nybol Vix p-adic number ring Okp

Boundary of nybol 2Vic p-adic local field kp

Longitude B Faubenius o

Mezidian x Monodeomy I

Link Group 5. (MIL) Galois Cap w/zestricted zamification in. (SpecOS) =G,(k)

52 Decomposition of Knots and Primes

$2.1 knots

Defn (Ramified Covering Space)
Let L =2, HLzH...HL- M bealink, acts map

fiN ->M is a zamified covering over L if:

· fii:Nf() < MIL is a covering map

· For each
y ef(L), Engbds D'I EUzy, DIEV-fly), st fiU -V is (z1zxid

(identifying D=[1z1_13=e
This is like ramification of Riemann Surfaces, have eamification over a co-dimension 2 submanifold so intuitively the

map is "wrapping"around the submanifold

e is fixed for each component linkKi, we call this the zamification degree of K:

Let X==M1, Y:=Nf(), LetG:=Gal(M/s2) =GallY/X) i.e this is the Quotient of it. (s"(2) thatcorresponds to the covering space N2f(2)

Let I be a knotin M thatis either a component of 2 or disjointto 2. Vis tubular nybd.
f"(K) will be a link in N, say

f(K)=K.W.--UKr, Va:the componentof fIVia) containing 1:
Picka basepointxEGUs, then G acts on f(x) =dy., ..., yn3, where n=HG. x4L

G acts transitively on f(x) =>Gacts transitively on 8K., ..., 5K. and thus K.,...,Kr

We define the stabiliser of Ki to be the decomposition group
Decomposition Group:Dx::=[geG(g(ki) =Ki3



The decomposition groups are all conjugate to each other:

Ifg(K:)=Kj, then Dri =gDk:g".
Moreover, g

induces a homeomorphism of tubular boundaries

gav,:2V, GV;

In particular for geDK, gl-- glaws:gives a covering space automorphism of GVK:and induces an isomorphism.

DKi =Gal12K:/8K). This is a cover ofatocus, is generated by a and B.

The
map gl-glx;induces a homomorphism.

aDri -Ga)(k:/k)

Define the inertia group Is:to be the kennel of this homomorphism.
Mezidians getsentto the identity, so Ik:is generated by a

Again Ik:& II;aze conjugate.

L

Upshot:We can understand Dis:and Is:by looking athow they acton f(x).
Fixesa pointin f(x) M8Visi. Letthe orbitofor under a be Eko, You, ---,Xo.

Then #Ixi =e, the camification degree. B

Define xmn=B". Xon, and define of to be the minimal m s.t X1, E240, ---, Xoe. "
f is the covering degree of K:overk.

ef =(f(x) 12k:)
Then we have:efr =n =#G.

Some special cases:

Di = 1 E) e=f=1, r =n K decomposes completely.
Dki =G (ef =

n, r
=1

Ik:= 1 E) e=1, fr =n

Iki=G =e=n,f= r = 1 I totally zamified



2.2 Primes

Defn (Ramification of a primel
Let LKbe a finite extension ofnumber fields. p a prime ideal of Dr.

pO, is an ideal in O, but notnecessarily prime.

O Dedekind domain so has unique peime factorisation
er

pO =P... - - Pr P:O=p

p is uncamified in L if ei=1 Vi.e:is the zamification degree of 4:

Quotienting induces an extension of residue fields:Let f= [O1/P:: Q/p], then ifQyp =Fp, O/P:=#pf.
fi is called the residue degree of 4:

Theram:Zeifi= [L:K)=n Proof omitted, quite involved.

Suppose now thatLIK is Galois, then GallLK) acts transitively on 34., ..., Pr3 Pf omitted

Then for o tGal(L/K):

pOx =w(p)0) =o(p)"o(4.) -- - o(-) =>e, =e = ---=er =2

=>0/Pi =0/w(pi)

=> f. =f =-.. =fr =f

=>efr =
n

Decomposition group:Stabilises of Pi
Dri =50eGalILX) / w(P:) =4:3 Note again thatthe decomposition groups are conjugate.

By orbit-stabiliser:Dp:has order of.

Fixing a Pi, Do: =Gal(tp:/kp).
Moreover:21- (0: < mod4:1- old modP:) defines a surjective map:Surjectivity notobvious, butport omitted.

DD:=Gall(p:/kpl Cal(#p+/#p) cyclic oforderf, generated by farbenius.

We define Ip:to be the kennel of this map. Then (Ip:)= e Inentia
groups are conjugate.

Special Cases:
D. = 1 E) e=f=1, r =p decomposes completely.

Dp, =G () ef =n, r =1

Ip:= 1 E) e=1, fr =n

Ip, =G ==e=n,f= r =1 ptotally zamified

Extra complexity in prime case:Daiis quotient of 2 so always abelian, but Dpiis generally non-abelian.



$3. TQFTs

Defu (Category of Bordismal

Bordn Objects:n-l manifolds my choice of orientation lincluding empty manifold)

Morphisms:Given objects N., N2, a morphism MEHom(N., Nah is a n-fold s.t 2M=N, HN2, up to ocientation preserving differmorphisms.

M

Ni

↓ Orientation needed so we can define an "IN" us."Out"

In physics, can view this orientation as "time evolution"of a state

Composition of morphisms:Given MEHom(N.,N.), MEHomIN,Na), we define the composition MOM to be the

n-fold obtained by gluing M and M' along Ne

eg:in
=1 the

NOR= S j
Identity:Id:N CN is given by Nx[0,13

Intuitively, this means you can "multiply"objects in the category
Note thatBord is monoidal with operation disjointunion. The unit objectis 0.

Defn(TQFT)

An n-dimensional Topological Quantum Field Theory is a symmetric monridal function:

I:Bordn Vecta

Explicitly is the following setof data:
· For an n-l manifold N, t(N) is a K-Vector space 3

These come from the data of a functor
· For an a manifold MEHom(N., Nc), i (m) is a lineaz map:

< (M):t (n.) > i(N1)

· [(N,HN2) = =(N) x +(vc)

· i(0) = k 3 "Monoidal properties"
· t(M,+M2) ==(M) =(m)

oi(N.)kH(N) == (N1) x =(N.) Symmetry

Thm (N) = cIN)* Prof omitted

Idea:We can "forget"the time evolution intuition from physics because' Finite dimensionality?
N. HN Is a cocollary ofthe portthat(i) =t(N)*

N,

M =M So can think of (m) eHou(=(m.), = (N))
Na as instead [(m) tHom(tIN, HA), (2) =(t(n.) x t(N)*)* =[(w(*a t(N-)

⑧

Algebraically: [(m) G Hom(t(n.), I(Nz)) =I (N)** [(N)
=[(N,) xt(N) =i (N. HN) ==(2m)



This means we can associate to each n-manifold a vector instead of a linear map.
In particular, ifM is a manifold who boundary, then

<(m)cT(p) El is justa number

This is differmorphism - invariant, so TQFTs can be thoughtof as a way
to generate invariants on manifolds

54. ID TQFTs

The only connected O-manifold is the point P and P pt w/ reversed orientation

The only connected 1-manifolds are I and S'

LetV=t(P), v* =[ (p).
I is the identify morphism between P and 4, so i (I) mustbe identify map

T(I) =id GHomCV, v) =Hom/,) =v*QV

P
P

P P E I
id =HomIV,v

id G Hom(V*,** I

Zete:eV=HumlK,av) cor*it all eHouluk

What about i(s)? P P

Have composition of maps.
i(s'):K ↑,**V

E

>K

... [(s) =dim(v)

All morphisms in Bord, are made up of the above, so every ID TQFTis uniquely determined by [(P)
=V.

In fact: · Every 2D TQFT corresponds to a Ferberius algebra and vice versa

· 3DTQFTs harder, butrelated to Hopf algebras.

$5Towards Azithmetic TQFTs

From our analogy earlier, we can think of O as a 3-fold, and local field kp as a tubular boundary of the Knot (2-fold)

If S is a setof primes, we can think of (SpecOx) IS as a 3-manifold, with "boundary"being the local fields its Special, which can

be thoughtof as a 2-manifold.

We can think of (SpecOx) IS as a 3-Bordism between the local fields atprimes in S.

How do we think aboutorientation in this setting? I'm notactually sure.

Under this setting, an arithmetic TQFT should assign:

:Spec Ox > A number Since O thoughtof as a manifold who boundary.
I:Spec kp A vector space

I:(SpecC) IS I - A rectre in (Speckpl


